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As nuclear weapon reductions are occurring in Russia and the United States, large excesses of
weapons usable materials are being created and placed into storage. These stored materials,
along with materials in storage at existing facilities and sites, pose a challenge for the materials
protection, control and accounting (MPC&A) system. Monitoring surveillance systems can be
used in a variety of ways to enhance MPC&A system performance and to support the reduction
of the physical inventory requirements for frequency and level of assurance. The goal for the use
of surveillance systems is the real time event detection and subsequent anomaly identification/
investigation. The objectives to be addressed by surveillance systems include:

• Timely and localized detection of changes in the status of nuclear materials whether from
normal operations, unauthorized/unplanned incidents, or diversion of materials, or provid-
ing assurance that no changes have occurred,

• Verifying that operations involving SNM were conducted in accordance with established
procedures and assuring the quality of MC&A data.

There are two general approaches to establishing a monitoring and surveillance system. In one
case, containment of the materials is based on boundary and pathway controls. This strategy
generally relies on mechanisms to detect any breeches of the containment boundary and pro-
vides assurance that all transfers were carried out through defined pathways as authorized. This
approach typically relies on area integrity, utilizes video area surveillance, ingress detection
through volumetric motion sensors, surveillance of portals/access points, securing/controlling
penetrations, etc.

The other approach is material/container oriented as opposed to boundary/pathway containment.
The material oriented system focuses on detection of abnormal situations involving unauthorized
material movement whether it involves an inadvertent or erroneous transfer, an operational mishap,
or a diversion of material. This approach is based on providing positive assurance of material
status, i.e., that no changes have occurred in the contained material, and utilizes techniques such
as tags and seals, attribute monitoring, comparative video images, etc.
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NMC&A at Storage Facilities

Some simple systems only detect the unauthorized opening of doors, while sophisticated sys-
tems can provide continuous monitoring and control of stored items. The enhanced capability of
sophisticated surveillance systems allows a facility to compensate for material control and ac-
counting systems that do not provide an adequate level of safeguards protection or reduce some
of the inventory requirements as a result of the added detection capability. Program flexibility is
based on the ability of surveillance systems to detect unauthorized access and activities. The
capability of surveillance systems to compensate for the reduced effectiveness of other protec-
tion systems is documented in national and international regulations. The, US DOE MC&A
order allows for a reduction in the frequency of physical inventories and the draft Russian Fed-
eral Regulations allow for a reduced sample size and confidence levels when surveillance and
access control systems provide compensatory safeguards.

In the US, a wide variety of surveillance systems are utilized. At one site, a typical storage vault
for nuclear materials employs surveillance systems to monitor individual items. This system
monitors container identification, presence, shape of the containers, and the heat attribute. At
other sites, digital imaging is used to detect the movement of stored items and to detect
unauthorized access to nuclear materials in storage. Yet another site uses a load cell based weighing
system to detect changes in the weight of each containers residing in a storage rack.

To enhance the capability domestically, automated containment/surveillance and measurement
systems are being designed to augment the level of safeguards and to provide continuous inventory
verification. In this case, a combination of boundary/pathway controls and material/container
approaches are being developed. Container control is based on unique identification of each
container, container barcode as an additional identification measure, and tamperproof integrity
checks. Transfers are subject to video surveillance monitoring, detection of radiation, movement,
and movement direction, and checking of item identification. Containment and surveillance is
based on container identification and integrity as well as vault integrity based on application of
containment measures and video surveillance. In addition, measurement verification/confirmation
is based on isotopic and calorimeter measurements for vault input and transfers are monitored
using isotopic and neutron multiplicity counter measurements.

Another site is developing and deploying surveillance systems that have the capability to per-
form verification measurements of the nuclear material content of stored items. Optical fibers
are used for weight measurements and radiation detectors are used for quantification of the
nuclear material content. The combination of weight and radiation are sensitive to movement of
the container and changes in nuclear material mass.

These techniques generally permit detection of abnormal situations within established sensitivi-
ties (many on a real time basis) and can create alarms for investigation. It should be noted that
these methods generally do not provide real-time accountability; rather, they utilize real-time
surveillance of materials, boundaries, and transfers. (In actual practice, the system may provide
real-time monitoring/surveillance and recording of this information, but this does not always
provide for real-time assessment of the information.) These mechanisms, in conjunction with
the accountability system, provide assurance that unauthorized material removals would be de-
tected or that none have occurred.
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